Non-linear QSAR modeling by using multilayer perceptron feedforward neural networks trained by back-propagation.
The use of multilayer perceptrons (MLP) feedforward neural networks trained by back-propagation (BP) for non-linear QSAR model building is presented and explained in detail through a case study. This method was compared with others often used in this field, such as multiple linear regression (MLR), partial least squares (PLS) and quadratic PLS (QPLS). The case study deals with a series of 18 alpha adrenoreceptors agonists belonging to three different classes (alpha-1, alpha-2 and alpha-1,2) according to their different pharmacological effects. Each of them is described by 15 chemical features (the X block). Six pharmacological responses were also measured for each one to build the matrix of biological responses (the Y block). The results obtained indicated a slightly better performance of MLP against the other procedures, when using the correlation coefficient of the observed versus predicted response plots as an indicator of the goodness of the fit.